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Feedforward 
L i n k  
Fig, 4. Tracking hyatem 
Fig. 4. The dynamical model, after using a control of the form ( 5 ) ,  is 
XI = AIixl t B K C X ~  ( 2 5 )  
where it is assumed that the model to be tracked is not coupled to xi 
initially, so that A I >  = 0. The tracking error is 
e = y - z = C x z  - L x l  (26) 
so that Lx,  is to be made to track y .  
The performance measure is assumed to be quadratic: 
put feedback problems, and within this context, we have focused on two 
problems with an uncontrollable portion, the tracking and disturbance 
rejection problems. Because they are an important class of problems, 
and because their solution is reasonably straightforward, we have felt 
that they deserved attention. In particular. the solution for the optimal 
gains only involves a linear two-point boundary-value problem. How- 
ever, it  should be noted that the off-line design calculation requirements 
may be considerably more severe than is true for the full state feedback 
case. The invocation of the Kronecker algebra clearly indicates this fact. 
Nevertheless, the situation is far better than having a nonlinear matrix 
two-point boundary-value problem to solve. 
The reader may wonder about some extensions to the results presented 
here. The discrete case is easily handled with no real surprises in the 
mathematics required. The case of noisy measurements can be handled 
by designing a reduced-order filter to estimate y ,  as in [4]. The state 
x 2  is then augmented to include the filter states, and one can proceed 
with the methodology presented here. However, it should be noted that 
the reduced-order filter gains affect the control gains, so there is no 
separation theory here in the reduced-order setting. 
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Robustness of an Adaptive Pole Placement Algorithm in 
the Presence of Bounded Disturbances and Slow 
Time Variation of Parameters 
- CTSLP,2(t,) - LTSCP2I(t,) 
where 
PI, = A I I P , ~  +BKCPzl +P12CTKTBT+PIIAyI 
PI? =AiIPl2 +BKCP:? +PI?A:2 (29) M. DAS AND R. CRISTI 
and P22 is as in (8). 
previous section. The gain K satisfies ( 1  I )  with 
Solving the problem for the optimal K is straightforward, ab in the Abstract-The Purpose of this note is to study the robustness prop- 
erties of a specific adaptive pole placement scheme in the presence of 
bounded disturbances and slow time variation of parameters. We show 
that the least squares (with block processing) algorithm used in this 
scheme has the remarkable property of retaining the global stability of 
the overall system in the presence of bounded disturbances of small mag- 
nitude and slow time variation of system parameters (within a compact 
set). 
, i l l  = -L7QL - Af,AIl  - AllAll (30) 
(31) = -LTQC - A I I B K C  - A : ~ A ~ ?  - .IizA??. 
The boundary conditions for (30) and (31) are 
j \ l i ( t f )  = L‘SL 
I. I~YTRODUCTION 
A l , ( t , )  = -LTSC. (32) 
It is clear that again we have P22 and A, precomputable, so that K is 
just a linear function of P12 and A I 2 .  
The past few years have seen a significant growth in the literature on ro- 
bust adaptive control theory. As a result of the concerted efforts of many 
researchers in this field [1]-[14], robustness problems have now been 
clearly defined, and many practically applicable solutions have emerged. 
All the research results until this date can be broadly categorized into 
two groups. Within the first group, one may include the techniques pro- 
Equations (12) and (14) apply with the following changes: 
0 ,  = o  e? = - L ~ Q C .  
Thus, with 
problems. 
changes in the driving and in the boundary con- posed for robustification of the existing adaptive control algorithms [ l ] ,  
cellent unified treatment of most of these methods can be found in [2]. 
Within the second group, one may include all the other results 161-[14] 
&ions, the same equations (18) apply to both the tracking and regulation and also a Of new robust adaptive schemes l21-[51. An ex- 
R E M A R K S  A N D  CONCLUSION 
w e  have considered the idea of not using full state information in con- 
the full state is not available or that it  is desirable to reduce the num- 
ber of real-time multiplications needed in implementing the controller. 
The class of problems we have considered is often referred to as out- 
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which emphasize the robustness properties of the existing adaptive con- 
trol schemes. An excellent summary of most of these methods can be 
found in [6]. 
The result presented in this note falls into the second category as 
defined above. Of particular interest to us is the study of the robustness 
properties of the least squares (with block processing) algorithm that 
was introduced by Elliott et al. [I41 in the context of adaptive pole 
placement, and modified later by Elliott and Goodwin [51 for adaptive 
implementation of the internal model principle. In this note, we study the 
robustness of this algorithm with respect to bounded random disturbances 
and slow time variation of system parameters. 
The organization of this note is as follows. Section I1 summarizes the 
system modeling aspects and formulation of the problem under study. In 
Section 111, we present a global stability analysis. Finally, in Section IV, 
we present some concluding remarks. 
11. SYSTEM ODELING ASSUMPTION A N D  PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider the problem of indirect adaptive control of a linear, time- 
invariant, discrete-time system characterized by the following difference 
equations: 
A(q- ' )z ( t )  = u ( t )  + w,(t) ( l a )  
Y ( t )  = B(q- ' ) z ( t )  + w o ( t ) .  (Ib) 
Here, w,( t )  and w,(t) may represent either the signals which arise due 
to time variation of system parameters. i.e., coefficients of A(q- '  ) and 
B ( q - ' ) ,  or these may represent bounded random disturbances at the 
input and output ends, respectively. 
In the analysis presented below, it will be found convenient to rewrite 
(la)-( Ib) in the following compact form: 
A ( q - ' ) y ( t )  = B(q-I)u( t )  + w(t) ( 2 4  
where 
w ( t )  = B(q- ' )w,( t )  +A(q- ' )Wo(t)  (2b) 
or, equivalently, 
y ( t )  = +(t - 117e + w ( t )  (2c) 
where T denotes transpose and 
6(t - 1) = Lv(t - 11, y ( t  - 2),  ' ' ' , y ( t  - n), 
u(t - I ) ,  u ( t  - 2), . . , u(t  - n ) l T .  (2e) 
Consider next the application of the adaptive control law: 
Lk(q- ' )u(f)  = P k ( q - ' ) ( r ( t )  - y ( f ) ) ,  f E [ kN ,  ( k  + 1 ) N  - 11. 
(3) 
Here, the coefficients of the polynomials A(q- '  ) and B(q- '  ) are es- 
timated by using the least squares with covariance resetting algorithm 
[15], [5]. Ak(q- ' )  and Bk(4-I) denote the estimated coefficients at 
time t = k N  where Ndenotes the block size. The polynomials Lk (q-' ) 
and Pk(q - ' )  are of degree n and their coefficients are computed from 
Lk(q-l)Ak(q- ')  +pk(q - I  )Bk (4 - l )  = A*(q- '  ) (4) 
where A * ( q - ' )  is an arbitrary Hurwitz polynomial whose zeros repre- 
sent the desired closed-loop pole locations. 
111. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Notice that the closed-loop system is characterized by the equations 
( L k A  + P k B ) z ( r )  = P k r ( t ) + L k w , ( t ) - P k w , ( f )  (5a) 
(5b) Rf ( f )  = 0, t € IkN, ( k  + 1)N - 11, 
where, for notational convenience, we dropped the argument q-' from 
all the polynomials. 
The following simplifying assumptions are made in carrying out the 
stability analysis of the closed-loop system. 
1) The polynomials A and B are assumed to be relatively prime. 
2) The reference r ( t )  contains m 2 3n complex sinusoidal compo- 
3) The block size N is chosen to be greater than or equal to 4n. 
4) If random disturbance is present, we assume that for all t ,  
iw,(t)l  < 6, i = I ,  2. 
5) If the coefficients of A and B vary with time, these variations are 
assumed to occur infrequently and remain confined to a small set of 
operating points S defined by 
S={O,lO, =[-a, '  , . . . , -  a, , ,b , i ; . . ,b , , I '  
nents. 
with coprime A , ( q - ' )  and B , ( q - ' ) } .  
Remark I :  For the case of a time-varying system, define the diameter 
6 of S by 
and designate a center point 0, E S such that 
110, - O c I I  I l l &  -or11 (6b) 
for all O , ,  8, E S .  Furthermore, in ( l a )  and ( l b ) ,  w, ( t )  and w, ( t )  are 
given by 
w,(t) = - A A ( q - ' ) z ( t )  
w , ( t )  = A B ( q - l ) z ( t )  
where for all times, 1 1  AA / I  < 6 and ( 1  AB11 < 6 .  Therefore, we can also 
write 
~ ( t )  = ne(t)T6(t) (7a) 
where for all t ,  
I1 ne(t)ll < 6. (7b) 
Lemma 1: Under assumptions 1)-5), there exists a constant €1 > 0 
Next, we present the following result. 
such that for all k ,  
aka; > E l l  ( 8a) 
where 
C'k = [6 (kN) ,  6 ( k N  + l);. . ,@((k + l ) N  - l)]. (8b) 
Proof: See the Appendix. 
Before we state the next result, the following notations are introduced. 
Define 
B(k) = B(k) - O f  ( 9 4  
where e(k) is the estimate of O at time k ,  and 
0 ,  
Oc,  
defined by (2d) if the system is time invariant 
defined by (6b) if the system is time varying. 
O * = {  (9b) 
Lemma 2: For the adaptive scheme mentioned above, the parameter 
error 8k satisfies the following recursion: 
B((k + 1)N) = ( I  + U"%a:) - 'g (kN)  
lk-11N-I 
+P(k + N - I )  +(i)w(i + I )  (10) 
where P ( k )  denotes the error covariance matrix at instant k ,  and 00 I is 
the diagonal matrix to which P ( k )  is periodically reset. Furthermore, 
r = k N  
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I )  there exists a constant t? ( 6 )  such that 
where 
and 
l imt?(6) = 0 
6 -n 
2) ( I  + cJn@k@L)-' is a positive-definite matrix with all eigenvalues 
Proof: By standard manipulations of the least squares algorithm 
inside the unit circle. 
with covariance resetting (LSCR), it is easy to show that 
e (kN + 1) = P ( ( K  + 1)N - l ) P ( k N  - I ) - ' e ( k N )  
A N  + I 
+ ~ ( ( k  + 1 ) ~  - l ) C b ( i ) w ( i  + I ) .  ( 1 2 )  
J~ k Y  
Next, ( I O )  is obtained from (12) by using the relations 
P ( ( k  + 1)N - l ) - l  = ( 1 / U " ) I  + @k a;. ( 1 3 ~  
Next, to prove ( I  1) in the case of bounded disturbances, write the 
rightmost term in ( I O )  as P ( ( k  + l ) N  - l ) @ k  W ,  where 
wk = i w ( k ~ ) ,  w ( k ~  + I ) ,  . . . , w ( ( k  + 1 ) ~  - 1)i7 
The premultiplication and postmultiplication of (13b) by P ( ( k  + I )N-  I )  
yields 
P ( ( k  + 1)N - l)@k@LP((k + I)N - 1)  
= P ( ( k + I ) N -  I ) - ( l / ~ o ) P ( ( k + l ) N -  I ) ? .  (14) 
But from (13b) and Lemma I ,  it is easy to show that 
P ( ( k  + 1)N - 1)? 5 (u;/(uo€l + 1)')1 
P ( ( k  + 1)N - I)@,@LP((k + 1)N - 1)  5 (a; ) I  
Thus, (14) yields 
where 
i.e.. 
€ 2 ( 6 )  = a16. (15b) 
Next, for the case of time-varying parameters, in view of (7a), the 
rightmost quantity of ( I O )  is bounded by 
) ( P ( ( k  + 1)N - 11% @:/I )I Ae(t)ll . 
However, (13b) implies P ( ( k  + l ) N  - I )@k 
of (7b). the proof of ( I  I )  follows with E:(&) equal to 6 .  
< I .  Therefore, in view 
Finally, to establish part 2), notice that Lemma I implies 
( I + c J o @ k @ ; ) - '  < ( 1 / ( 1  + U I l E l ) ) I .  
This immediately establishes 2). 
Lemma 3: For the LSCR algorithm described above, there exists an 
index k' such that for all k 2 k * .  
1 )  ll@kN)ll 5 C i ( 6 )  
2) I(B((k + 1)N)  -O(kN)Il 5 ~ ~ ( 6 )  wherc t i (&)  and ~ ~ ( 6 )  are nonneg- 
ative constants dependent on 6 such that 
limt,(b) = 0, i = 3, 4. 
d -11 
Proof: To prove I ) ,  we use Lemmas I and 2. Thus, (8b). ( l o ) ,  and 
( 1  I )  yield 
G((k + I)N - I )  5 crzB(kN) + t2(6)  (16) 
where 
CY? = = ( l / ( l  + U I I E l ) ) ,  0 < a 2  < 1. (17) 
~ ' ( 6 )  is given by (15b) and i t  goes to zero as 6 - 0. 
2). we make use of the result 1) .  Thus, (16) implies 
In view of (16) and (17), result 1 )  follows immediately. To establish 
which. in view of result I ) .  gives 
(Iecck + I ) N )  - eckN)ll 5 t4(6) 
where 
t4(6) = ( 1  + ol')ti(s) + EZ(6) 
and it goes to zero as 6 4 0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Finally, global stability in the presence of bounded disturbances and/or 
time-varying parameters is proved by the following. 
Theorem I: For the adaptive controller described above, in the pres- 
ence of bounded disturbance and(or) slow time variation of parameters 
[subject to assumptions l)-5)], there exists a sufficiently small positive 
constant 6* such that for all 6 5 6 * ,  the overall system remains globally 
stable. 
Proof: Part I )  of Lemma 3 ensures that there exist finite positive 
constants ts(6) and ~ ~ ( 6 )  such that for all k 2 k " ,  
l/AA - A I /  < t5(6) 
//Bk - BII < t h ( 6 )  
where both t5(6) and t6(6)  go to zero as 6 + 0. Here, Ak and Bk 
denote estimates of A and B at the instant t = k N .  Thus, assuming 
that 6 is sufficiently small and the zeros of A' lie within a disk of 
radius 0, 0 < 0 < 1, the pole placement equation guarantees that for all 
k 2 k ' ,  the zeros of ( & A  +PA B )  lie within a disk of radius 0 + q ( 6 ) ,  
0 < (0 + t 7 ( 6 ) )  < 1. Here, t-i(6) is such that lim,,lt7(6) = O .  
In view of the above, the closed-loop system given by (5a) can be 
expressed in the following state-space form: 
x ( k  + 1 )  = F ( k ) x ( k )  + e ( k )  (18) 
where the eigenvalues of F ( k )  lie within a disk of radius 0 + h ( 6 ) .  
0 < (0 + E ? ( & ) )  < 1, and e ( k )  is uniformly bounded above for all k 
(because of the uniform boundedness of PA , Lk , w, , and w, ). hr ther -  
more, in view of Lemma 3, there exists a constant ex (6) such that for all 
k 2 k * ,  
IIF(k) F ( k  - 1)/1 < EH(&) 
where ~ ~ ( 6 )  is such that liw,ot8(6) = 0. 
Fuchs [ 191 to conclude that the unexcited system 
Thus, provided 6 is sufficiently small, we can use a result stated by 
x ( k  + 1)  = F ( k ) x ( k )  
is globally exponentially stable. This then implies that the system ( 18) is 
BIBS stable 191. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
This note presents the robustness analysis of a specific indirect adaptive 
pole placement algorithm. It is shown that provided random disturbances 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUTOMATIC CONTROL. VOL.. 35. NO. 6 .  J U N E  1990 
which affect the plant are small enough in magnitude. the global stability 
property of the basic scheine is retained. Furthermore. we also show that 
if the parameters of the plant vary sufficiently slowly with time within ;I 
compact set, the global stability property IS not lost. 
APPFNDIV 
In this Appendix, we present a proof of Lemma I. 
A .  Presence of Bounded Random Noise 
From (2e). ( la) ,  and ( I b )  it is easily shown that 
@ ( t )  = MIC(1) + dl ( t )  
GIk  = 
(A.la) 
- 1  I . .  1 
P -  I ' ' ' p,;,' 
-I  
PI 
... . ... . ... . 
-?,,+I -?" - I  , , , p,;,'"- I 
-P I  PZ 
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designate A, as the maximum eigenvalue of Qh QL . then we can write 
@ A @ :  ? ( l / h q ) @ h Q k Q r @ r .  
Thus. to prove (8a). it is sufficient to show that there exists some constant 
c l  > 0 such that for all k .  
[ @ k Q k I [ @ ~ Q k l ~  2 €11. (A.8) 
It is clear that for (A.8) to hold. one must choose N - d 2 2n,  i.e.,  
N 2 4n. Next, in view of (A.2).  we can write 
@h Q k  = M*A Qh + Dih Qh (A.9) 
where, in light ot the arguments given above, Dlh QA is bounded and 
that M is a nonsingular matrix and 
llD,h Q h  1 1  0 d b  W, and W,, g0 to Zero Next, consider h f q k  Qh Notice 
z(1 - 2n + I ) I ~ ,  (A.lb) Qh can be rewritten as 
~~ 
1 r l ( k N  + d )  r l ( k N  + d  - I )  r l ( k N  + d  + I )  r l  ( k N  + d )  r , ( k N  + N - I) r l ( k N  + N - 2) 
r l ( k N + d - 2 n + 1 )  
~~~ ~~. ~ ~~~ ~ 
dl ( t )  is some bounded signal vector, and Idl ([) I  goes to zero as 6 goes 
to zero. Also, M is the Sylvester resultant matrix of A and B,  and it is 
nonsingular because of assumption I ) .  Thus, one can write 
@ A  = MQk +Dlh (A.2) 
where @k is given by (8b) and 
IzIk 1 [ $ ( k N ) ,  $ ( k N  + I ) ; . . , $ ( ( k  + l ) N  - I ) ] .  (A.3) 
Also, D l k  is some matrix with bounded entries and 11 Dlh 1 )  goes to zero 
as 6 goes to zero. Next, we proceed to show the validity of (8a). 
Notice that over the interval [ k N ,  ( k +  I )N-  I ] .  the signal z(f) satisfies 
(5a). Define 
= ( L k A  +PhB)  
where d 5 2n. Thus, (Sa) can be rewritten as 
N k ( q - ' ) z ( f )  = PAr(t) + W 2 ( f )  (A.6) 
where w z ( t )  is a bounded signal for all t ,  and it goes to zero as w, ( 1 )  
and w o ( t )  go to zero. Next, define Qk as the following N x ( N  - d )  
matrix: 
Qk = (A.7) 
0 0  0 
Notice that the entries of QA are bounded because LL and Pk have 
bounded coefficients. Furthermore, provided Nk is bounded away from 
zero, Q k  will be a full rank matrix because of its specific structure. If we 
+ D x  
r l  ( k N  + N - 2n) I 
where Dzh is a bounded matrix and !I D?k I /  goes to zero as 6 goes to 
zero. Also, r l ( l )  is given by 
r l ( r )  = P h r ( t ) ,  t E [ k N ,  ( k  + 1)N - I ] .  ( A . l l )  






Notice that we have already chosen N 2 4 n .  Thus, because of the Van- 
dermonde matrix structure of GIk and &.  these are guaranteed to be 
of full rank provided m, 2 2n. The choice of m,  given in assumption 
I ) ,  assures this. This then guarantees the existence of a constant 4 > 0 
such that for all k ,  
E ~ E :  2 (A.16) 
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Finally, in view of ( A . 9 )  and ( A .  12). we have 
[ @ A  QA 1I@A QL IT = [MEA + DA IlMEi + DA l7 (A.17)  
is a bounded matrix and /IDA I /  goes to zero as 6 goes to zero. Thus, 
choosing 6 to be sufficiently small. ( A .  16) and the nonsingularity of M 
immediately prove ( A . 8 ) .  
B .  Slow Time Variation of System Parameters 
Following similar arguments as in Subsection A ,  we have once again 
= M i $ ( [ )  (A .19 )  
where M i  is the Sylvester resultant matrix of ( A  + A A )  and ( B  + A B ) .  
Notice that in view of assumption 5 ) .  M i  is always nonsingular. Thus. 
the rest of the proof follows exactly as in Subsection A .  
L. R .  P U J A R A  
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Abstrucr-The thrust o f  the main theorem of  the paper i s  to give a 
sufficient condition for reducing the conservatism of the stability bounds 
for a family o f  polynomials with dependent coefficients, including non- 
linear coefficients. I t  i s  also proved that i f  a finite family of stable 
polynomials has the same even part, then the polynomial with the even 
part and the odd part formed by adding any positive multiple of the 
even parts and odd parts, respectively, o f  the given family is  also stable. 
A similar result holds i f  the given family o f  polynomials has the same 
odd part. 
I. I4ITRODUCT[OU 
Since the introduction of Kharitonov's thcorem by Barmish [ I ]  to the 
Western research literature, there has been a flurry of research activity 
in the area of stability of polynomials with uncertain coefficients and 
[ 3 ] ,  (6]-[10] is just a partial list to indicate this activity. We know that 
Kharitonov's theorem gives conservative stability bounds for parameters 
of oolvnomials with deDendent coefficients. Recently, Wei and Yedavalli . ,  
[ 101 suggested a method for reducing this conservatism by multiplying 
the even and odd parts of a family of polynomials by suitable positive 
continuous functions of the parameters. Here. we have generalized this 
idea, viz. if the even and odd parts of an uncertain polynomial with 
dependent coefficients can be decomposed into subparts such that each 
subpart of the even part forms a positive pair with each subpart of the 
odd part, then the subparts of the even and odd parts as outlined might 
be multiplied by suitable positive continuous functions of the parameters 
to reduce the stability bounds for the parameters. 
11. D E F i \ I T I O N S  Ah11 PRELi\IiNARIES 
Definition 2.1: A  polynomial of the form 
f ( s , q )  =a,,(q)s" + a l ( q ) S " - I  + . .  a , , - I ( q ) S + a , ( q )  ( 1 )  
with the vector q in Q, Q a compact subset of a Euclidean space of 
appropriate dimension. is called an uncertain polynomial. Q is called 
the uncertainty subset and q t Q is called the uncertainty vector. a, ( 4 ) .  
0 5 i 5 n are continuous functions of the uncertainty vector q .  
The well-known classical Routh-Hurwitz test for the stability of poly- 
nomials becomes quite impractical if the number of polynomials is in- 
finite, and this will be the case with uncertain polynomials with inde- 
pendent or dependent coefficients. Thus, Kharitonov's theorem becomes 
quite a valuable practical tool for dealing with such polynomials. 
It is well known that in practical problems of control systems. one 
encounters characteristic polynomials with dependent coefficients. It is 
also well known that when Kharitonov's theorem is used for finding the 
stability bounds for parameters in the case of polynomials with dependent 
coefficients, one gets, in general, conservative bounds. Recently. Wei and 
Yedavalli [ I O ]  have proposed a method for reducing this conservatism for 
stability bounds, but it can be used only for simple examples. Thus. there 
is a need to establish new techniques to reduce this conservatism. 
Definition 2.2: Two polynomials h ( p )  and g ( p )  with real coefficients 
and of degree tn (or one of degree m and the other of degree m - 1 )  
form a positive pair if their roots p i  , p? , . ' ,p,,? and p :  , p ;  , . . . ,p:,, (or 
p i ,  p i , .  ' .  ,p:, ,- ,)  are all distinct, real. and negative and they alternate 
as follows: 
p :  < PI < Pi < P ?  < ' ' ' < p;,, < pm < 0 
( o r p i  < p i  < p ?  < P :  < . . .  < p , t , - ,  < p , , ,  < O )  
and their leading coefficients are of the same sign 
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